MOTIVE: Stalking Evidenc4
Sought Against Simpson 1
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the3 know Would i~everdo such a terrible
thing, it will be crucial for the prosecutors
to answer that question."'
Simpson has pleaded -not guilty to the
murders, and his 'legal team' has accused
aumorities of failing to pursue leads that
point to other s w e c t s .
The,stalking theory against simpson
most elaborately detailed in the June 21
grand jury 'testimony of Keith D: Zlomsowitch,. who briefly dated .Nicole Simpson in
. '1992.He told grand jurors that Simpson
pursued the couple during that time,
shoving up at restaurants 'where they
.were dining and ,once spying on them
.,through a window while the two were
havilig an intimate encounter - on Nicole
Simpson's couch.
&dliolb,
in 1990 ~epart- Zlomsowitch said he felt threatened and
Cdnections phbto, has history of intiddated by' Simpson's actions, particularly when Simpson confronted him as he
sg false information, . police say. was:massaging
Nicole Simpson's' neck. .
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a f t e ~10 p.m.; Chiuchiolo added, ;
proaching another house across
.andpreparing to go inside when
&ard a woman scfeam and turned to
two men running away.
.
Chiuchiolo said he ran back
car, and sped back home,
'for gas and to call his wife. .
:story 'impressed defense , '
s and.investigators in part 'because
'forward before a.$500,000 reward
for informatjbn leading to the
"real killer or killeis."
. Shapiro, ~ i m ~ s p nlead
' s . lawednesday tliat he was unaware:
neyi 'developments regarding. the.
. he and the rest of' the
team have many leads to
the testimony offered by

'

garding motive, they confront
potential pitfalls, experts said: If
evidence falls short of proving. a m
the failed effort. niight make jurors
cious of the entire case; legal experts
In addition, there is no guarante
superior Court Judge Lance A. It0
allow prosecutors to introduce
kinds of evidence indic+ting motive.
As a general rule, courts will go
evidence of prior bad acts; co
referred to as character evidence. ~ o w b v er, courts in some circumstances will admit
evidenceof such prior acts if they c a l be
used to showmotive.
. .$
In this case, such evidence might incl'bde
Zlomsowitch's testimony and tapes of' 11
calls in which Nicole Simpsonpleaded, for
help because a man she identified as-her
'1
ex-husband was threatening her.
To get the "stalking evidence" or thebll 1
tapes admitted, Levenson said, .the prosecutors would first have to. show that '!the
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allegations of abuse. Louis Bro
Simpson's father, said W
an&/other family memb
and expect
regular contact'with,authorities
to be. officially interviewed at some point,
but have not beetiyet.
. - Police also have launched an exhausti
search for records of calls for help

.

erts said that if CMuchiolo did
reports in,previous cFes, he
nly will not make an appear- ,
1

of;this individual coming
te inforination in other
cases is true, 'then this myss . will never 'become a trial
because his credibility. will have
enFdestroyed," said Peter Arenella, a
$L$ law professor. "if this report turns
,t tb be accurate, it's not surprising:
:gh":profile cases tend to attract bizarre
~ e c t e r swho will do anything to get
eirrnoment in the limelight."
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shes staff writer Henry Weinstein contributto this report.

on," one friend said. If
refused to pick up the p
added, he would leave long messages on
her answering machine.
As prosecutors wei
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